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CORRESPONDENCE REFERENCES AND DISCLOSURES

• A multi-protein Multiple Sclerosis Disease Activity (MSDA) test utilizes 
an algorithm consisting of 18 biomarkers to produce 4 disease 
pathway scores (i.e. immunomodulation, neuroinflammation, myelin 
biology, neuroaxonal integrity) (Figure 1 and 2) and an overall disease 
activity (DA) score.

• The MSDA test has been analytically and clinically validated1,2. The
MSDA test score is scaled from 1.0 - 10.0 with 0.5 intervals.

• The categories are defined as low, moderate, and high with ranges of 
1.0 - 4.0, 4.5 - 7.0, and 7.5 - 10.0, respectively. 

• The validated MSDA test was initially piloted in select MS Centers of
Excellence, Centers for Comprehensive MS Care, and private MS
clinics. It is now broadly available for routine clinical use.

BACKGROUND
• This is a 35 year old (YO) caucasian female with a disease duration of 6 years that

relapsed on natalizumab. She initially presented with optic neuritis in 2016. She
subsequently underwent MRIs and lumbar puncture which revealed demyelination
and positive oligoclonal bands consistent with a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. She
initially went on glatiramer acetate however she discontinued therapy.

• In June 2021, she developed left hand weakness and full body numbness. MRI of
the brain revealed an enhancing lesion and development of new white matter
lesions in the bilateral cerebral hemispheres compared to 2018. MRI of the cervical
spine revealed a new enhancing lesion. She was then started on natalizumab in
October 2021. She had breakthrough disease on a subsequent brain MRI in August
2022 which revealed several new, non-enhancing lesions. Further testing revealed
neutralizing antibodies. Her MSDA score was 8 (high), suggesting high disease
activity. Natalizumab was discontinued. She was subsequently started on
ocrelizumab. We will plan to longitudinally follow this patient.
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• This is a 50 YO caucasian female with a disease duration of 6 years. She was
transitioned from diroximel fumarate to ofatumumab in June 2021 after
breakthrough disease activity on brain and cervical spine MRI.

• Her subsequent MSDA score was 1 (low), suggesting low disease activity.
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• Our case series demonstrate that disease activity scores appear to correlate
with clinical relapses, radiographic brain and/or spinal disease, and efficacy
of therapy.

• The MSDA test may be used to verify stability and may support the clinical
decision to alter therapy. The case studies reported here provide snapshot
MSDA scores that may change with both clinical and subclinical disease
activity.

• Therefore, the ability to follow patients longitudinally will provide additional
insights into patient disease activity and may impact clinical decision-making.

• Future directions include longitudinal following of patients from baseline
(specifically PwMS 1, 3, and 5), MSDA scores through disease activity cycle
(pre and post relapse), and DMT response signatures and predictors.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Age Sex Ethnicity 
& Race

Disease 
Duration 
(Years)

Current 
DMT

Test 
Reason

PwMS 1 35 Female Caucasian 6 Natalizumab Relapse

PwMS 2 55 Female Caucasian 15 Ocrelizumab Other

PwMS 3 50 Female Caucasian 6 Ofatumumab Routine

PwMS 4 29 Female Other 21 Dimethyl 
Fumarate Routine

PwMS 5 46 Female Caucasian 0.8 None Baseline

OBJECTIVES
• To describe real-world clinical experience using the MSDA test. We

were particularly interested in two exploratory questions:

○ How do the MSDA results reconcile with clinical presentation,
radiographic evidence, and patient history?

○ How do these insights into the underlying biology of MS support
clinical decisions?

• This is a 55 YO caucasian female with a disease duration of 15 years. She has
evidence of demyelination in the brain and cervical spine. She missed 1 dose of
ocrelizumab due to infection. An brain MRI subsequently revealed incidental acute
infarcts and a new non-enhancing, demyelinating lesion. She was found to have a
patent foramen ovale and underwent closure. She resumed ocrelizumab.

• She has since complained of worsening symptoms including cognitive complaints.
However, she also felt this to be a residual deficit of her stroke. Recent brain MRI
stable. MSDA score ordered to verify this stability. Her MSDA score was 2 (low),
suggesting low disease activity.
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Table 1. Case Series Demographics Overview

CASE METHODS
• Five persons with MS (pwMS) with various ages, disease durations,

disease modifying therapy (DMT) use, and radiographic presentations
from MIND are presented in this case series report (Table 1).
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• This is a 46 YO caucasian female with a disease duration of 8 months and

not yet on disease modifying therapy. She presented with paresthesias.
Brain MRI revealed demyelination. No demyelination seen in the cervical or
thoracic spinal cord. Lumbar puncture with positive oligoclonal bands.

• Her MSDA score was 6 (moderate), suggesting moderate disease activity.
She decided to start high efficacy therapy with natalizumab and is stable.
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• This is a 29 YO (ethnicity/race other) female with a disease duration of 21
years. Patient was on dimethyl fumarate but was poorly compliant. She
stopped DMT for pregnancy. However, in June 2021, she had breakthrough
disease on brain MRI during the second trimester of pregnancy. Dimethyl
fumarate was subsequently resumed.

• Her MSDA score was 5 (moderate), suggesting moderate disease activity.
She has since decided to transition therapy to ocrelizumab. We will plan to
longitudinally follow this patient.
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Figure 1. MSDA Pathway Categories and Biomarkers

Figure 2. MSDA Individual Biomarkers Example
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